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The producer of the 21” Century will need new tools to take advantage of

opportunities in the global marketplace requiring him to understand marketing of his

agricultural products and how global events affect him. He will be using advanced

communication systems to develop markets for special crops and specialized livestock and

allowing him to communicate with other producers and entrepreneurs who want to share

ideas and strategies for their operations. He will have access to libraries of up to date

information on topics covering all aspects of agricultural practices and information.

We are in the ‘information age’ where the knowledge base doubles every few

months generating individuals who are highly specialized in fields of research. The

challenge of this age is to obtain this information from these highly specialized individuals

and deliver it to the end user in an understandable and applicable form to generate

knowledge. Information is not automatically knowledge. The information must be

absorbed by the user and then applied. When the user has experience and understanding in

applying the information it is then knowledge, and when the user understands the

information to the point of creating new applications, the knowledge then becomes

wisdom Information alone cannot generate wealth, knowledge and wisdom can. This

expands the challenge of today to not only deliver the information but to also facilitate the

application of the information for the generation of wealth.

Agriculture has not been immune to this immense increase in the level of

understanding in disciplines. The agricultural institutions in Saskatchewan have advanced

it to the forefront of technology in many disciplines. The value of this information is only

realized if it is applied in practice. Previously one vehicle that was used to get the
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information from source to user was the Guide to Farm Practice in Saskatchewan. This

gave the information context and application for Saskatchewan producers. This paper

looks at the history and goals of the Guide to Farm Practice and examine why this

document was discontinued after its 1987 edition. It will then look at some new

technologies and what they can offer to an information source like the Guide to Farm

Practice. It will then offer some strategies to develop a system that will be able to use

these technologies and generate applications with them in a Saskatchewan context for the

ultimate goal of creation of wealth in Saskatchewan.

The history of the paper based Guide to Farm Practice in Saskatchewan goes back

to early in the great depression. In 1932 the minister of Agriculture for Canada drafted a

comprehensive plan to coordinate all federal and provincial government services available

to farmers from that plan evolved a National Advisory Committee and a cooperating

Advisory Committee in each province. In 1933 the newly formed Saskatchewan Advisory

Committee held its first Agricultural Conference. The conference dealt with every phase

of agriculture production and put out a report the following year entitled Guide to

Saskatchewan Agriculture. Conferences were then held every three years from 1933 to

1968 resulting in a revised Guide. In 1939 the title of the Guide was changed to Guide to

Farm Practice in Saskatchewan.

Beginning with the 1972 Guide, a conference was not held to coordinate the

publication. From that time, the Guide has become a product of various Advisory

Councils and committees of the Saskatchewan Agricultural Services Coordination
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Committee. The guide was revised until the 1987 version when due to budget and

political pressure, it was not continued.

The primary purpose of the Guide to Farm Practice in Saskatchewan was to

improve farm incomes and rural life. To do this it had the following objectives:

1.

2.

3.

4.

To help farmers understand the basic principles and practices of farming.

To provide them with a ready reference on recommended production and management

practices for day-to-day operations and for meeting special problems.

To assist teachers and rural leaders in the preparation of instructional material for

agricultural courses and programs.

To assist agricultural advisors and consultants in assessing current theories and

principles of farm practice, in keeping abreast of recommended practices, and in helping

farmers apply them.

For over 50 years these objectives were met with the paper based Guide to Farm

Practice, but because these objectives were to provide the basic principles and practices of

farming, producers felt that the Guide to Farm Practice did not give them the depth of

knowledge that they were looking for. The guide was also unable to demonstrate how

interrelated topics interacted with each other. These along with other political reasons

caused the Guide to Farm Practice to be discontinued.

The new proposed computerized Aginfo Guide to Farm Practice will offer

information that goes beyond the superficial covering of topics and provides users with a

more concise and easier to access format. The new guide will also allow users to cross

reference information that is interrelated, such as animal nutrition and microbiology,

without having to refer to several different sources.



The two new technologies that will be utilized to deliver pertinent agricultural

information are the CD-ROM and the Internet. Both of these have advantages and

disadvantages associated with them. This section will look at these and establish a

strategy that will incorporate the best components of each of these technologies.

CD-ROM stands for Compact Disk - Read Only Memory. The first part describes

the physical attributes, the Read Only Memory means that you cannot write to this

medium, only read from it. The typical storage of a CD-ROM is 650 MB of digital

information. To put this in perspective, most encyclopedias are offered on CD-ROM and

the Information is augmented with video clips, audio clips, and animation sequences. The

major advantages of CD-ROM’s are that they can access information quickly, reasonably

priced at approximately three dollars per disk at mass production, and capable of storing a

large amount of information. The major disadvantage is that they cannot be updated. The

only way to update the information is to create a new CD.

The Internet is a network of networks. Computers on the Internet are connected

together by cables communicating common protocols allowing the free flow of

information. The true power of the Internet lies in the nature of how it works. All pages,

or information, resides on server computers. Guest computers send requests for the

information and the server sends back the information. By updating the information on

the server computer, it updates the information worldwide. This makes the Internet very

powerful for time sensitive information like weather, news and markets. The

disadvantages of the Internet are that it costs money for the time spent connected to it and

the rate at which the information can flow over it. Large files like video clips take too

long for the amount of video to transfer and the quality is typically poor.
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Of all the characteristics of the Internet, it’s interface is what is driving its

acceptance with new users. The environment is full of images, text and animation.

Previous documents on computers and networks were limited to menus that took you to

another menu or a document that provided you with information. The document was

essentially a dead end, to find more information about a topic you would have to back up

out of the document to the menu to try to find another document or menu with the

additional information. The Internet’s HyperText Markup Language (HTML) changed

this by allowing words and images within documents to be links to other information.

These links could be to information on the other side of the world to another document on

the same server giving the definition of the hypertext word. This allows for the

development of three dimensional information or information that has depth.

The Aginfo Guide to Farm Practice in Saskatchewan will attempt to embody the

same objectives as the paper based Guide to Farm Practice, that being to improve farm

income and rural life in Saskatchewan by giving the producer a powerful information

package that not only educates but entertains the user as they browse. It will ask them to

critically look at their own operation and the agriculture environment around them. It

must be a very easy, intuitive, applicable resource that is the first place people come for

agricultural information. The Aginfo Guide will also take advantage of being able to link

with other agricultural information on the Internet. This will enhance cooperation within

Agriculture and help to generate the critical mass of traffic required to make it work.

The type of technology used to deliver the information depends upon the nature of

the information. Time sensitive information, or dynamic information, will become dated

very quickly on a CD-ROM but this is potentially the most valuable to producers making
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it a candidate to go onto the Internet because of the ease of updating. Static information,

or information that does not change on a regular basis, may only need updating on a yearly

basis as to its validity and current practice. This type of information would go onto a CD-

ROM with a deeper coverage of the topics including possible video and audio clips.

Another type of information exists that is static but is invoked by an event. An

example of this would be when livestock feed freezes. The information has not changed

but it becomes a ‘hot topic’ in which people demand information on. This would be

addressed through both mediums with the Internet providing a link to the CD information.

Obviously the goal is to put all static information on the CD in full multimedia format and

all time sensitive information on the Internet thereby reducing line charges faced by the

producer.

The ultimate goal of this project is to generate wealth in Saskatchewan and to

improve rural life. To meet this goal, the producer must be able to make good, sound

management decisions about his operation which implies that he must have the most up to

date information to base his decisions on. This requires an efficient medium that readily

transfers information from source to user. By cooperation with the agricultural

institutions and industry, this Aginfo guide to farm practice can be accomplished. Using

the research capabilities of the institutions and the marketing, or extension capabilities of

Industry, a critical mass of information would be assembled and acceptance by producers

would be achieved.

The information on the Aginfo Guide to Farm Practice would be controlled by the

sources of the specific information components. This would create the fastest response
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‘time for new information to be added. This subtle difference in the way that information is

controlled in the system shifts the focus to the information, rather than onto the system

itself. The common household computer is powerful enough to help the producer analyze

situations to make better decisions. Applications must be created that harness this power

and give it to the producer.

The Aginfo Guide to Farm Practice will attempt to cover the same components as

the paper based Guide to Farm Practice and also try to extend the knowledge deeper

allowing for cross reference between disciplines. It will also attempt to deliver

information on areas including: Food Processing, Rural Business Development,

Biotechnology, and Agricultural Engineering. It will also be a reference guide to

agricultural policy and regulations in Saskatchewan and Canada. We can and are building

this but require the cooperation of the agriculture sector.
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